
FOR SALE / COMMERCIAL BUILDING/OFFICE

$1,100,000

1565 Boul. des Laurentides

Pont-Viau (Laval)

. 15315 sq. ft..

CONTACT BROKER

Fawzi Yazigy

Real Estate Broker
groupe sutton -
excellence inc.

514-661-1040

FOR SALE / COMMERCIAL BUILDING/OFFICE
$1,100,000



DESCRIPTION

RARE ON THE MARKET!!! Here is your chance to own a prime location for your used car dealership with
permit. Located on Des Laurentides boulevard at the corner of St-Martin boulevard you are only 5
minutes away from Montreal, highway 440 and the 19. Prime sector with lots of businesses around;
movie theater, restaurants, pharmacy and so much more.

Rare on the market in Laval, used car dealership with permit. Building in excellent condition, includes 3
offices and 2 garages for car mechanic equipped with lifts, tire rotating and balancing units and more
equipment to be discussed. The lot with a capacity of 60 to 70 cars, is finished with asphalt still in great
condition. Business with used sales car permit and possibility of having 2 or 3. The lot is fenced in with
high quality dealership fences making it a great asset for insurance purposes, also equipped with high
lamp post all around and a big sign on the boulevard to place your business`s commercial sign. Lots of
potential for a used car dealership, communicate with the listing broker for more details.

Included: Garage, Lift, Tire pressure, rotating and changing tire unit, used car dealership permit.

Lot surface 15315 PC

Lot dim. 161.8x95 P

PROPERTY DETAILS

ADDRESS

1565 Boul. des Laurentides, Pont-Viau (Laval), H7N4Y6

INSCRIPTION TYPE CONSTRUCTION

26295803 Commercial building/Office 1997

MUNICIPAL EVALUATION OCCUPATION

$461,000 (2016) 30 days

Dimensions 



Lot dim. Irregular

Building dim. 30x45 P

Building dim. Irregular

Heating system Electric baseboard units

Water supply Municipality

Heating energy Electricity

Easy access Access for disabled

Distinctive features Environmental study phase 1

Windows Aluminum

Foundation Poured concrete

Garage Attached

Garage Heated

Garage Double width or more

Kind of commerce Dealer

Type of business/Industry Service

Proximity Highway

Proximity Public transport

Characteristics 



Siding Aggregate

Parking Outdoor (60 places)

Parking Garage (2 places)

Sewage system Municipal sewer

Landscaping Fenced

Roofing Asphalt shingles

Zoning Commercial

Municipal Taxes $14,558.00

School taxes $1,070.00

Expenses 


